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INFORMATION
The Summer Term is well in flow and we reach a much
needed half term break after an extremely long period
of time. The Year 11’s have been superb in terms of how
well they have balanced their studies, socialising and
their wellbeing and I am extremely proud of them.
The Year 10’s led beautifully well by Honey and Issy
delivered an amazing Quiz Night for the Ukrainian
Humanitarian Crisis and raised just shy of £1200. The
evening ran very well and all of the evening was fully 

It would be wonderful if
everyone could bring a
water bottle with them.
It makes things much
easier for staff, as well as
making sure that we're
all drinking enough
water as the weather
gets better!

Please bring suncream
back with you! We're
hoping for some nice
weather and we want you
all to enjoy it safely!

If anyone has any
suggestions for Fryday
Night Ents, please let
Eniola or Miss. Crowe
know and we'll hopefully
be able to do it! 

Gentle reminder that we
finish for summer on
Thursday 14th July.
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planned and organised by the Year 10’s with some
advice along the way which they acted on and
ensured an excellent evening happened. 
The weather has been brilliant and that has been
hugely beneficial in terms of there being lots for the
students to do out and around the college. I have
been fortunate enough to enjoy things such as
Paddle Boarding with some of the students and also
seeing so may people out doing Wymondham Life,
fixtures or other activities has been lovely.
There will be a very quick 6 week run in to the end of
the term so I look forward to steering the house
through that and I wish you all a wonderful half
term. ~ Mr Jones
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Mr and Mrs Padreddii

It’s been an action-packed few weeks in Fry and in the
College. The students and staff alike will appreciate a week
of rest to unwind and relax, that’s for sure! 
Eurovision was a highlight this Exeat, which was preceded
by viewing the recent hit film ‘Eurovision Song Contest’ to
get everyone in the mood! Unfortunately it’s a little too
late for our boarders but many caught up on the hits the
day after and made their own judgements on the songs.
The boarders enjoyed a trip to McDonalds last weekend.
The year 11s welcomed the break from studying and Joel
was able to enjoy a special birthday tea! Jamie enjoyed
playing on the iPads and Ljiljana was particularly happy to
play the kiddies games with Elisa – it got rather heated!
This weekend, Mrs P took the year 7s, 8s and some 9s to
Cromer for the day. We couldn’t have hoped for better
weather and the students loved enjoying some fresh sea
air. We headed straight for the Arcades while the tide was
high and then went onto the beach together for lunch. It
was such a joy to see the students splashing in the water,
although Al Amin was convinced his feet were going to
drop off in the cold North Sea! Miss Crowe imparted her
excellent stone skimming skills on Lexie and Ben, and Elisa
and Eva loved searching for shells – Gabi found a perfect
shell though was surprised to find it had an inhabitant
after bringing it all the way back to Fry!
While Mrs P took the younger ones to the beach to give
year 11s some peace to study, Mr P was kept very busy by
the many baking demands of the Y10s! They made pizza
from scratch, scrumptious flapjacks, fruit smoothies, and
even cracked out the bread maker to make a fresh loaf!
This was devoured by all with a dipping sauce of olive oil
and balsamic vinegar…or smothered in butter by Matron
Parfitt! The competition got quite heated in the Guitar 
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Hero tournament in between bakes, too!
We have some semi-pro Blackjack players in Fry now,
though Ben S couldn’t contain his shock when Elisa (8) was
dealer and told him how to play! Mr P has also been
passing on a game to the next generation using 2p pieces –
some of you parents out there may remember a game we
used to play at school before the days of mobile phones in
which you pushed a 2p across the table into the other
person’s goal. Day students have enjoyed playing this
game too!
We are really looking forward to the Arts Fest after half
term and also to appointing our House Student Leadership
Team ready for September. We will be sad to lose our
wonderful y11s but we know this will not be a forever
goodbye and they’ll be sure to pop back to visit whenever
possible 😊

Wishing you all a wonderful half term and Jubilee
celebrations,

~ Mr and Mrs Padreddii



FRYDAY NIGHT ENTS
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We've had three weeks of Fryday Night Ents this side of half
term! It's been a long half term, but very enjoyable! With the
good weather, we kicked off Ents with some fun outside. We
had a game of rounders, touch rugby, cricket, and some 
 reading outside. Rounders was very competitive, and Roy
was a very sore loser when Miss. Crowe got him out. Eniola
had a great time playing rugby with Mr. O'Brien, while some
of the other Y10s played some cricket. Harry had some peace
and quiet reading under a tree, and it was great to see most
of Fry outside and breathing in the fresh air. Boarding in the
summer term is hard to beat!
To finish off this side of the half term, we had a relaxing
cinema evening. A vote was put to Fry and 'Spiderman: No
Way Home' won. Adam was especially excited by this idea!
We all got out the pillows and some popcorn, and enjoyed
the movie. When the Y7s went to bed, the Y9s started to
watch Heartstopper, a new Netflix series which lots have
really enjoyed! They enjoyed this series so much that they
continued to watch it over the weekend. It was lovely to see
most of Fry relaxing and watching this inclusive series all
together, especially as Pride Month approaches. 
It has been a lovely few weeks in Fry in the sun. We really
hope you enjoy your half term, and we look forward to seeing
you after the break!



The Good News from the GBAs
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It's been a long four weeks at Wymondham after our early Exeat
- but never a dull day in Fry! Miss. Crowe and Miss. Seaward have
really been enjoying the sunny weather, and getting out and
about with our boarders. We have been especially proud of all
the Year 11s as they have started their GCSEs - they are all
amazing individuals and have handled the beginning of a
stressful exam period with a sense of grace and humour that we,
as staff, envy! 
Miss. Seaward had a wonderful day out in Thorpe Park, with the
sun beating down - causing a few cases of sunburn. The worst
victim was Miss. Seaward herself - closely followed by Ember!
Dominik ended up losing his glasses on Saw - very dramatic and
slightly ironic..! Gabi won a pug toy, which was a prized
possession for the rest of the day. It was a very exciting Big
Weekender and all who attended came back full of stories!
Miss. Crowe had a wonderful day at the beach in Cromer with
the Year 7s, 8s, and some 9s. She had a very important
competition with Ben Howes, seeing who could throw stones
the furthest into the ocean (which, of course, she won - it
definitely wasn't Ben...), as well as helping Lexie and Ben learn
how to skip stones. It was a wonderful day in the sun and
thoroughly enjoyed by all. 
It has been a lovely few weeks and it's hard to believe that we
only have two more issues of Fry Focus before the end of term.
We intend to enjoy these last few weeks as much as we can!
Enjoy your half term, and we look forward to seeing you again
next week!



YEAR 11 AND 13 LEAVERS
The Year 11s had a lovely leavers celebration last
Saturday. They had bouncy castles, some candyfloss,
and lots of shirt signing!
The Year 11s (and we may be bias, but especially Fry
Year 11s) are wonderful and always put a smile on our
faces. It will be sad watching them go. For now, we are
continuously impressed by their revision efforts and how
helpful they are to one another through the exam
period. Not long left to go! Good luck!
It was emotional in Lincoln last Friday at the Year 13
Leavers’ Assembly as they viewed the highly anticipated
leavers video (https://youtu.be/L_SUkHrGtLE). The end
of seven unforgettable years for students Mrs P used to
teach in Year 7. What a journey! We couldn’t resist some
pics of these young adults in their old uniforms as we
reminisced about Fry! What joy to see how they’ve all
grown up and to see them off as they embark upon the
next chapter of their lives. Fry will always be your home
so don’t be strangers!
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We had a wonderful day out on Sunday! The Year 7s, 8s,
and 9s went to Cromer with Mrs. P and Miss. Crowe. Eva
and Elissa also made a VIP appearance, much to Maddie
and Amelia's excitement!
The sun came out just as we arrived in Cromer and most
began their day in the arcades. Max and Milton thoroughly
enjoyed the basketball game, while Toby and Barney were
determined to win an Among Us toy. Lots of us were keen
to try the 2p machines, with most winning lollies and little
prizes. We all then went to the beach, where everyone
dipped their toes in the ocean - Al Amin was almost certain
he had hypothermia from how cold the ocean was!
Amelia and Al Amin went crabbing and Al Amin caught two
crabs. Amelia didn't quite catch any, but a very kind person
gave her one, which she lovingly named 'Bertie'. It was a
really wonderful day out, and all the boarders loved being
so close to the beach and having a day out in the sun. 
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CROMER
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